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The Ada Simulation Support Environment (ASSE) is a software system, with the purpose to support the development and maintenance of simulation models written in Ada throughout their life cycle.
We describe here the transaction flow or network part of the ASSE, which allows to build models like in GPSS or SLAM.
Our view of such models is slightly different from that of the above mentioned languages, which is demonstrated in detail by the server/resource process.
The design stres sos modular top-down development using submodels.
Models can be developed and tested interactively.
I. THE ADA SIMULATION SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
The main guide lines for the design of the ASSE have been:
instead of introducing a new simulation language, which fulfills the requirements of modern software technology as well as the state of the art of simulation, we gave preference to a system of packages.
These packages are well tuned together and can be used at two levels: -on a low level, where a deeper insight of all concepts is necessary and where support is provided for basic tasks like queue management, random variates, entities-attributes-sets management and simulation control (combined modeling: continous, discrete event, activity scanning and process interaction including transaction flow or network modeling).
on a high level, where the usage is very userfriendly and decidely simple, and where the stress lays on the fact, that simulation is a human activity, affected by a wide range of different techniques, where the "man in the middle" has to be supported and has to be freed from all technical details not concerned directely with the application domain. The packages on the high level can be divided in two classes: the actual simulation subsystems like model_design model_verificaticn model_documentation and the support systems like data_base_management statistical analysis graphics screen printer IO For the latter packages it is not intended to provide these packages themselves, but to provide interfaces to standard systems, which -as we hope -will soon be available in Ads (in package formf).
We have presented the overall design of the ASSE and hereby the discrete event approach more in detail in "ASSE -Ada Simulation Support Environment" (Adelsberger 1982) . We have dealt with transaction flow or network modeling in our paper "A Structured and Modular Approach to Transaction Flow Models" (Adelsberger 1983a ). We catch up this subject here again focusing our discussion to the following topics: submodels the server process interactive design and testing of transaction flow (network) models We demonstrate our ideas by an example, which is an extension of an example ~iven by T. Schriber (1974) : "Inspection Station on a Production Line". A Q-GERT version of the example can be found in Pritsker (1977) , a SLA~ version in Pritsker (1979) .
A reader interested in technical details of the implementation is refered to the paper "Transaction Flow Models in Ads: Technical Eaekground" (Adelsberger 1984 ).
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TRANSACTION FLOW OR NETWORK MODELING
The languages GPSS and SLAM (the network part) are presently dominating the ares of transaction flow or network modeling.
Both languages provide the typical constructs for this type of systems. The notation offered by these languages carries directly the corresponding natural conceptual framework.
The rather high semantic level (in respect to the application field) has the ad~anta[e to speed up model development; a certain restriction of flexibility has to be put up with.
We consider both languages to be rather poor as programming languages (compared e.g. with Pascal or Ada).
The syntax of GPSS is designed like an assembler.
It has many deficiencies such as bad control structure, low redundancy (using numbers where names would be desirable). Both languages tend to implement the latter in form of nodes (blocks), which leads to unnatural representations of the given real system. SLAM has withdrawn from the GPSS principle to represent everything in network notation.
SLAM makes more use of control statements outside the network: so one can set the time to start and to end the simulation in a natural form via an "INI?IALIZE" statement.
A GPSS user has to define for the same purpose a separate network, producing a clock transaction to stop the simulation run.
Furthermore SLA~ provides information about the queues, which are used in the network, via control statements like PRIORITY. Finally, SLAN separates the general information about resources and gates from the actions, taken at node arrivals.
This general information is given in form of "blocks" (not to be confused with the GPSS blocks!), to which references are made in nodes like "AWAIT", "OPEN" or "CLOSE".
In our approach we are working out clearly the difference between this overall information and the action which has to be taken, when an entity arrives at a node.
We demonstrate this in detail in our description of the service process.
As we will see, our conception of the service process enables the user to implement simple situations easier than in SLAk~ or OPSS~ but it enables also to implement situations in a straigtforward form, which can only be implemented in GPSS or SLA~ in a tricky or complicated form.
A further advantage of the Ada Simulation Support System is the fact that a modeler can dispose over the complete expressive power of' Ads. An outer model has to take care of the entities leaving a submodel at an outlet point. This can be done via a termination process or by a link (transfer) to another enter point visible in the enclosing model.
A submodel can be compiled separately, which speeds up the whole development process.
Global Variables
Global variables are attributes of the whole system.
They are declared as Ada objects in the declarative part of the model.
Entities
Fntities are declared in three stages.
First the different entity kinds are introduced in enumeration form.
Then the attributes of the entity are declared as a record construct with the entityname as the discriminant and a variant part.
Finally 'entity' is introduced as an access type for the attributes.
The actual entity is called current_entity. common to all variants, has to be declared. This type is provided in the entity attributes -set manager and serves to control the entities (create, insert etc.).
(For a more detailed discussion see Adelsberger 1982.) A basic idea is to provide each entity with its own processor executing the node arrivals. The task performing in this way is also a component of the field 'info'.
Simulation Control
The outermost model body has to control the simulation runs. This is done via procedure cal]s. The model section starts with the word "SIMULATE". (Adelsberger 1982) .
The parameter describing the queue are:
the queue capacity, the initial number of entities in the queue and the priority rule for the queue.
A full queue can block server/resource processes.
In this case a list of their names has to be provided. If a server is idler a connection between this entity and the server is established.
If all servers are busy, this request is queued~ but in contrary to GPSS and SLAM (~!~), it doesn't prevent the entity from moving on. Only reaching a WAIT FOR_SERVER node prevents the movement of the entity~ if it could not get service in the meantime.
The server is released at a RELEASE node.
Interpretation as resource process:
The indicated number of units are requested at the REQUEST node. The entity waits when reaching a WAIT FOR RESOURCE node and still not enough units of the resource are available.
The indicated number of units is returned at the RELEASE node. The capacity of the resource (the number of parallel servers) can be changed at an ALTER node.
ALTER (name: process; units);
A service (resource) request may be cancelled. If the service has already started, the service is interrupted immediately. The consumed service time is saved and can be used by the entity. For a resoure process, the units are returned.
CANCEL (name: process);
It is possible to preempt a server from service, if the priority of the incoming entity is higher than that of one of the served entities. The server with the entity having the lowest priority is preempted.
The aetion takes place at a PREEMPT node.
If preemption is impossible, the incoming entity waits in the specified queue. If preemption is possible in a model, the preemption flag of the server has to be checked. If the preemption flag is not checked and an entity tries to move on, a programming error is raised. The remaining service time of an entity is saved and can be used by the preempted entity via the numerical attribute 'remaining_processing time'.
PREEMPT (name: process; q: queue name; units requested: integer := I; priority: float);
Examples:
(I) 3 identical servers, I place in the model to wait for service, therefore no select criterion. A similar, but slightly different approach would be an interactive system which allows a user to specify his model in form of a dialogue.
Heimo H, Adelsberger
Then an Ada program is build out of these specifications by that interactive system. A negative effect for both versions is that a user is sometimes confronted with obscure error messages from the (for him invisible) Ada compilation, a well known effect with preprocessors.
Example: Inspection Station on a Production Line
We use this example to demonstrate some aspects of the possibilities of the network part of the Ada Simulation Support Environment.
The original example is from Schriber (1974) . A Q-GERT version of the example can be found in Pritsker (1977) , a SLAM version in Pritsker (1979) . "Assembled television sets move through a series of testing stations in the final stage of their production.
At the last of these stations, the vertical control setting on the sets is tested. If the setting is found to be functioning improperly, the offending set is routed to an adjustment station, where the setting is modified. After adjustment, the television set is sent back to the last inspection station, where the setting is again inspected.
Television sets passing the final inspection phase, whether the first time or after one or more routings through the adjustment station, pass on to a packing area .... Two inspectors work side_by_side at the final inspection station .... "
The implementation of the model in ASSE network form, using the ASSE Network Language. We have renounced intentionally all comments in our program. We believe, that the code presented above is selfdocumenting and more easily readable than the corresponding GPSS or SLAM code. We concede that our code contains more verbiage. But this is in accordance with the fact that program code is read a hundred times more often than it is written.
The additional verbiage helps the reader essentially; it costs the writer only minimal time.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT USING THE INTERACTIVE SYSTEM
It is not easy to reproduce an interactive dialogue in printed form. We show here only two of the screen forms. Places, where user input is possible are indicated by underlined fields; an actual input is surrounded by a box~ Block servers when full
The input of this form is done in three steps:
I) The name of the queue is entered.
2)
In the second part one has to enter: -The ranking of the entities in the queue. The default value is FIFO. -The maximum number of entities which can be held in the queue. The default value is integer'last. -The initial occupancy: how many entities shall be in the queue when the simulation starts. The default value is 0.
3)
In the third part of the form one enters the names of the servers who shall be blocked when the queue is full. This list is open ended.
Declaration of a Server
The input of this form (see next page) is done in three steps:
I) The name of the server is entered.
2)
The preempt flag can be set. The default value is NO. In our case the server is not preemptable. The default number of parallel servers is I.
3) The trace feature can be switch on and off at any time. In that case all variables can be displayed and changed; all processes (queues, servers etc. ) can be watched, The trace can be controlled via display conditions. The output is organized like in a Smalltalk environment.
A user can form the screen layout according to his intentions, composing it from different watch-forms, provided by the interactive model verification package.
We are showing here the follow up of the server and the queue, defined above. The name of the server and the display conditions are entered. If one of the conditions is truer the simulation run is interrupted and the watch form for the server is updated.
The display conditions:
])
The system halts after a number of" steps (any action related to the indicated server).
2)
The system halts after executing a specific action (SERVICE~ WALT, ALTER etc°)o 3)
The system halts after arrival of an entity with a specific name and a specific id. If no id is given, the system halts after the arrival of any entity with the specific name.
4)
The system halts after the arrival of a specified number of entities.
The rules are the same as in 2).
5)
The system halts when the simulation time is in the given range. If a NOT is typed in the first field, the system halts, when the simulation time is NOT in the given range.
6)
The simulation is interrupted, when the break key is pressed on the keybord. This submodel is obviousely degenerated; it contains only the definition of the entity. But it can be compiled separately (after being processed by the ASSE-network-preprocessor), and it can be used in other models via a context clause ('with entity description').
We specify the submodel 'last_station', using 'entitydescription'. with entitydescription; use entitydescription; model laststation is enter entrance; outlet last_stationexit; end last_station; This can be compiled separately. We compile the model body 'last station', taking the unchanged code from the original example.
We have to augment the model 'TV inspection andadjustment' with the context clause and liberate it from the code already present in 'entity description' and 'last station'. Then we can simulate the model 'last_station' in this modified form: with entity declaration, last_station; use entity declaration, last_station; model body TV_inspeetion_and_adjustment is last_station_exit : termination; arrival : creation ( entity kind => tv set, initialization => tv set initialization, enter name => last station.entrance, time_between creations => uniform(3.5,7.5)); This decomposition has two major advantages: the code is easy to catch and changes of the model body require only a reeompilation of that compilation unit.
Packing Area
Having performed these changes we can come back to the global model. We have to write first the model specification and the model body for the packing area. We give here only the model specification: 
